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Who stated "you cannot pass domestic again"? In Veronica Davis's case, who'd wish
to—especially should you hail from Fossil, Head Over Heels (Marine #1) Washington? yet now
she's again one of the good-ol' boys who imagine she's reasonable online game simply
because she's in a waitress uniform.The fact is, Veronica's the boss—at least till she will promote
the kinfolk saloon and bypass city back as quickly as her toes can hold her—and not anyone is
aware that higher than Cooper Blackstock. From at the back of the bar, the ex-Special Forces
Marine sees all. And his undercover time table has made the feisty boss-lady's issues his
own.And her Head Over Heels (Marine #1) issues are considerable, what with a kinfolk in
turmoil, a pseudo-bartender with harmful secrets, a homicide investigation, and loss of life
threats. even though town unusually rallies in support, it really is nonetheless an exceptional
factor that Cooper could be there to trap Veronica if she Head Over Heels (Marine #1)
stumbles—if he does not commence falling himself.
1.5 stars. i have been eager to learn a few modern romance, yet with not anything new that has
stuck my curiosity lately, i assumed i might re-read the piles of CR books I learn one million
years in the past and had mostly forgotten about. What i have chanced on from my first re-read
used to be that romance is really even more grossly chauvinistic than i might formerly
discovered in my youth, whilst i used to be simply mindlessly studying every little thing with no
rather examining what it meant. quite is going to teach the ingrained sexism Head Over Heels
(Marine #1) outfitted into all facets of our lives. I vaguely take into account having fun with the
plot of this book- the sorrowful and awkward scenario of the niece, even if the half-brother of the
hero rather did it, the suckiness of the heroine's predicament. I by no means spotted the
absolute-jerk features of the hero, which boggles my brain simply because he's this type of
PIECE OF JERK. each flip he is speaking right down to the heroine and calling her princess,
sugarplum, honey bunch or no matter what simply to rile her up, really considering such things
as "if you cannot beat 'em, roll 'em round lower than the covers until eventually they
comprehend who is boss". EWW. We get it, you are a manly guy guy of a Marine and you are a
MAN. the woman is so bossy and uptight and also you are looking to take her down a number
of notches, to appreciate that you are boss, by no means brain that SHE'S truly and actually
your boss. additionally the various examples of beside the point invasion of area and
boundaries, yet Head Over Heels (Marine #1) that is okay since you simply are looking to
loosen her up, of course:"You're a standard little four-star general, should not you?" attaining
out, he pulled a tendril of her hair misplaced and rearranged it opposed to her cheek, his lips
curving upward in leisure whilst she smacked his hand apart and impatiently brushed the strand
again in place. ... "I make the agenda here, sugar, now not you." --- URGGHH. no matter what
romance they had, I simply rather hated.This isn't really even the worst i have learn from a
book- it really is that i have simply simply opened my eyes to it extra clearly. many of the more
moderen romance reads were extra aware of establishing a romance of equals, with the man
being in most cases decent, notwithstanding quite there were stuff like this that have not been
as bad, and i have particularly simply selected to disregard or gloss over it. on the very least,
the optimistic facet is that it is getting a lot better. This patronizing stuff aside, the tale appeared

particularly darkish and used to be dealt with too flippantly to make it healthy a "cute, conflict of
the sexes" kind of CR, while it rather should've been extra of a formal secret suspense. The
niece Lizzy particularly wanted extra care, like counseling or something, and that i notion the
DUN-DUN-DUN motion and drama components have Head Over Heels (Marine #1) been fairly
simply tacked on. i believe that is why I regularly do not learn romantic suspense; it is
challenging to discover reliable ones i really like. Overall, unenjoyable. I should still most likely
return to learn the previous CR books i really consider loving, rather than those I slightly have in
mind and notion was once simply meh.
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